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Soil classification in this country is based on the system proposed 
by :Marbut in 1920 (2). This system uses eight criteria, orie of which is 
the chemical composition of the soil horizons. Workers in the field of 
soil survey are depending more and more upon laboratory data to charac-
terize and differentiate soils not only at the series level but also at 
higher levels of classification where it may be necessary to establish 
the presence or absence of critical horizons or characteristics o This 
'Was predicted by Robinson (16) when he said that laboratory analysis is 
needed to give "precise physical meaning to field descriptions n and that 
the importance of laboratory data increases as the classification ot 
soils becomes more minuteo 
Thus there should exist a close correlation between field and 
laboratory data and the question arises as to haw samples should be 
taken for laboratory analysis. Profiles for characterization are sam-
pled by horizons with all of the soil from one horizon being mixed so 
that the horizon is, in effect, uniform throughout its depth' (18). As 
a result, the data found on a sample represents an average for the hori-
zon. This helps to describe that horizon but does not give a true 
picture of the distribution of the chemical properties either within the 
horizon or wi thin the profile 0 This is shown in numerous places in the 
literature, some of which are cited here. 
Brown and Drosdor££ (.3)" in a study of chend.cal properties or 
desert soils, took samples by hori zons but in their horizon descriptions 
they noted observable non-unifo:nn.it1eso They mentioned that the hori-
zons graded into each other and that they graded into enriched zones 
within the horiz.on, indicating that the horizons were not uni!orm 
throughout their' depth. 
Iqi"ord (10) used string to construct grids ,on exposed profUes in 
2 
road cuts" He then made accurate drawings of the face square' by square" 
His description of one profile contains five ~akdowns in the A horizon 
and seven in the B.' In addition to this, in areas which he labeled as 
B22 or B24, tor example, he drew dotted lines showing where visible 
differences occur wi thin that area. 
Joffe and Kolodny (9) said: 
The principle of soil zonality promulgated by pedology makes 
it 'categorically imperative' that the elements of fertility, 
and the level of fertility be zonal in natureo In their 
geographical distribution the broad units of our soils follow 
the principle ermnciated, but the detailed features and 
behavior of the principle and minor elements of fertility in 
the various soil zones is still a 'terra incognita.' 
They studied the distribution and fiXation of potassium and found that 
potasBi~ consistently increased in the B horizon with increasing depth. 
These studies .m. others suggest the need ~o investigate the dis-
tribution of chemical properties in relation to horizons and ,horizon 
boundaries. This need 1~ particularly apparent when profiles are being 
compared. It is difficult to compare profiles on the basis of their 
chemical analyses because profiles, even wi thin a series, do not always 
have the SBJOO horizons. One p~rile may have a horizon secpence of Ap, 
B21J B22, B2), B,3ca J Cea, for example, while another protile in the same 
series may hS.ve a horizon sequence of AlP, A12, B2, B2ca, Coa, C. It 
is obviously impossible to compare these profiles horizon by horizono 
Differences in horizon depths also present difficulties. For 
example, the Al horizon in one profile' may be from 0 to, 7' inches in 
depth while in another profile it nay be from 0 to 1.3 inches in d.eptho 
For chemical properties which are related to rainfall or to temperature, 
comparisons between these horizons would not 'appear ·to ,be Valid. 
The work reported here was done to study the relationship b8tween 
horizons and the distribution or some soil chemical properties 0 The 
properties studied were I pH of the soil paste, pH of the 1:5 6UspenBion, 
electrical conductivity of the saturation extract, total soluble salts" 
organic carbon, total nitrogen, carbon-nitrogen ratio, and lime 
equivalent 0 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In order to observe the actual distribution of the chemical pro-
perties of a soil it is necessa~ to sample the s011 in definite depth 
increments. Very 11 ttle of this has been done which provides informa-
tion pertinent to this type or stu~. 
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Norton and Bray (12) sampled soils by A and B horizons, then sub-
divided the horizons and determined pH on these subdivislonso On the 
soils which they studied, the variation in pH was as ereat within a 
horizon as between horizons. This suggests that· in some soils pH 
follows a gradient independent or horizons. Contrarily, on a slick spot 
soil which was included in the study they reported a good correlation 
betw.een pH and characteristics observed in the field such as texture and 
structure. 
Doyne (5) sampled acid salls by depth increments to study the pH 
profile 0 He found that acidity steadily inoreased wi th depth to a cer-
tain point which differed for different soils. His explanation for the 
zone of high acidity was that during dry seasons salts moved downward 
trom .this zone by gravity and upward rrom the zone by evaporation. 
Haas and Compton (7) obtained pH values for 6-.and 12-inch depth in-
tervals or acid soils in Calirornia 0 They found that the pH was lower 
at 6 inches than on the surface but it increased in the next interval 
and continued to increase as depth increased. 
In a phosphorus study, Stephenson and Chapman (l9) sampled citrus 
orchards by 6-inch increments and on each increment they detarcined 
phosphorus af3 both water soluble and soluble in OQ002 N H2S04- They 
round that water soluble phosphorus decreased while acid soluble phos-
phorus increased with depth, with a zone of pp.osphorus accumulation 
occurring below about 24 to 36 incheso They suggest that the rate of 
movement of phosphorus is goverfU!d by the fixing power of the soil, 
which, in turn, suggests a relationship with soil texture. 
Ayers~ ~ !!., (1), using 6-inch increments, found that exchangeable 
potassium decreased sharply through the first 12 to 24 inches but that 
it could either increase, decrease, or remairi constant belOW that depth. 
Nitrate nitrogen was found by Snow and Green (17) to increase 
gradually to a depth of 30 to 42 inches, depending on the profile chosen~ 
then increase suddenly _ This increase was on the order of two- to three-
fold. '!hey related th~ dep":h to this' increase wi th the amount of' rain-
fall and made no suggestion that this depth was related to horizons. 
In none of these studi~s was an attempt made to compare increment 
sampling with horizonal sampling, and, indeed, no such work has been 
found 0 Therefore, this study was undertaken to evaluate the results 
found from the two me thods of sampling. 
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lIETHODS OF PROCEDURE 
The two soil series which were chosen for this study were Mendon 
and Parleys, both of which are prominent in northern Utah. Special c'are 
waS taken in choosing sampling sites to obtain profiles which were as 
near to the mo~ concept and which had as little var~ation between 
the separate protiles within'each series as possible o 
Each soil series was sampled at three locations which were trom 
one to twenty -miles aparto Sampling was done with a core sampling 
machine which takes a 4-1nch undisturbed core to a depth ot six feeto 
At eaqh location, two cores were, taken within a rew inches or each 
other and samples from than composited to· provide a large enough sample 
for all of the analyses o The~· cores were sampled by dividing them 
lengthwise with one side of the core being sampled by horizons and the 
other side by 2-inch incre,nents 0 These samples were taken to the labor-
atory where they were Clir.-<iried and grc:>und to pass a 2~mm. sieve. A 
subsample was taken and ground to approximately 40-mesh for the deter-
mination of organic carbon, total nitrogen, and lime equivalent. 
Saturated pastes were made (20, p. 84) of each of the soil,') and 
allowed' to stand overnight. They were then checked and adjusted, if 
necessary, by the addition of more water or soil to the satu3"~ t:~on 
point. The pH was then determined using a Bec~ Model H-2 pH meter 
with glass-calomel electrode system (20, p. lO2). The pH of the 1" 
,soil-water syspensiori (pHS) (20, po 102) was also determined wi th this 
pH meter. 
Total soll.1ble salts (20, p. 91) was estimated, from the electrical 
resistance of the saturated paste meas~d in a Bureau or Soils cupo 
The saturation extracts (20, p. 84) were obtained from the pastes and 
conductivity measurements (ECe ) (20, p. 89) were made uSing a pipette 
conductivity ce~. 
Lime equivalent was measured by the manometer method described by 
7 
Williams (22) CI This involves the reaction of soil and hydrochloric acid 
while holding the volume constant and me~suring the preesure of the 
evolved C020 
Total nitrogen was determined by a modification of the Kjeldahl 
method described by Prince (13). This modified method cons iats of di-
gestion with H~04 and s'elenium oxychloride (thUs cutting the digestion 
time to about one-half hour), distilling the amnonia into boric acid, 
and titrating with standard H2S04 using a mixed indicator of bromcresol 
green and methyl redo 
The determination of organic carbon was made by a modification of 
the method reported'by the U. S. Regional Salinity Laboratory (20, 
p. 105-106). In this modification no ferrain indicator was used, but 
an excess (25 ml.) of 0., N ferrous ammonium sulrate was added and' the 
solution titrated with standard potassium permanganate. 
Duplicate analyses were run on all of the samples for lime equiva-
lent, organic carbon, and total nitrogen o For the other analyses only 
enough duplicates were run to establish the standard error of the 
analysis ° Horizon and increment samples were analyzed together so 'that 
any one group or analyses contained both horizon and increment samples. 
All of the analytical work was performed by the author. 
8 
DESCRI PTION OF SOILS 
The profiles used in this study are approximately modal for the 
series which they represent.1 
The Mendon soils are well-developed and well-dJ:-ained Chernozem 
soils and are found: on . old ~e terraces' in Cacpe Valley in Utah. They 
are dark grayish brown in the surface horizons becoming lighter colored 
with increasing depth until the Cca horizon is nearly whiteo The tex-
ture is s U t loam or ail ty clay loam throughout the profile 0 The 
primary structure ranges from platy in the A horizon to prismatic in the 
B horizon to massive in the C horizono The secondary structure is gran-
ular to platy in the A horizon and angular blocky to subangular blocky 
in the B horizon. '!here is little or no lime in the surface but it 
increases rapidly at a depth of 2 to 2i- £eeto It was primarily on the 
basis of structure and lime that horizon differentiations were made on 
the Uendon soils 0 
The Parleys s011s are well-drained and well-cleveloped Coos tnut 
soils and were to'..lnd on old lake terraces in Weber County J Utah. They 
are dark grayish brown in the surface grading to pale brown or Ugh t 
yellowish brown in the subsoil. The texture is aUt loam in the A 
horizon, beooming silty clay loam or silty clay in the B horizon and 
back to sandy loam or sUty clay loam in the C horizon. The primary 
structure is platy or grallllar in the A horizon, subangular blocky to 
prismatic in the B horizon" and massive in the C horizon. The secondary 
10 sites "Were chosen and the profiles described by LeMoyne Wilson, 
Agronomy Department, Utah State University. . 
9 
structure is granular in the A horizon and 5ubangular blocky in the B 
horizon. Lime is negligible to a depth or 2 to 3 feet but is very pro-
nounced below that depth. Horizons were designated mainly on the basis 
of structure and l1meo 
More complete descriptions of these profiles are in the Appendix. 
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RESULTS 
The results of this study are presented in an arrangement which is 
intended to show, as much as possible" comparisons betWeen comparable 
determinations 0 '!bus, pH and pH 01' the 1:5 soil-water suspension (pH,) 
data are found together, total soluble salts (ToSoS.) and saturation 
extract conductivity (ECe) are together, and organic carbon and total 
nitrogen together. Lime equivalent data are shown separately. 
pH and pHs 
---
The da. ta obtained in this study for pH and pH, are found in figures 
1 through 6 and tables 1 through 60 
Some general statements can be made for all of the profiles 0 The 
figures show that both paste pH and pHs are' highly erratic even though 
the values obtained can be duplicated with reasonable precisiono The 
figures also show that for each of the profiles' studied the general 
shape of the pH and pHs curves is very similaro This indicates that in 
these s011s the relative amounts of hydrogen and other ions which affect 
, 
pH and which were brought into solution were not changed greatly by in-
creasing the dilution 0 While it might be expected that pH and pHS 
values obtained for a horizon would be close to the average of the 
values obtained by increments for the corresponding depth, this is not 
often the case 0 
It is recognized that "average" pH values may not be a valid term 
since the average or a group of pH values will differ slightly from the 
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Table 1. pH of soil paste and of 1:5 soil-water suspension of Mendon 





Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches 
0-2~ 7.5 8.4 
2--4 7.5 8.2 
4-6 f-- Ap 7.7 704 7.9 8.1 (,-3 7.1 8.0 
8-1O} 7.5 8.0 10-12 B21 7.5 7.6 7.9 8.0 
12-14 7.4 7.9 
14-16- 7.2 7.9 
16-18 7.6 7.9 
18-20 r- B22 1.5 7.3 8.0 8.1 
20-22 7.3 8.1 
22-24 7.4 8.1 
24-26_ 7.4 8.2 
26-28]- B23 7.3 7.3 8.4 8.3 
28-30 7.5 8.5 
3O-32} 7.8 807 32-34 B)ca 7.9 8.1 8.7 8.9 
34-36 800 9.0 
36-38- 800 9.0 
38-40 801 9.1 
40-42 r- Cca 8.0 8.3 9.0 9.1 
42-44 80.3 9.2 
44-46 8.;0 9.2 
46-48_ 8.2 9 • .3 
48-50 .... 8.1 9.1 
50-52' 7.9 9.2 
52-.54 r- Cca 8.1 80 0 9.0 9.3 
54-56 8.1 9.2 
56-58 8.3 9.2 
58-60_ 8 • .3 9.2 
* The brackets on this and the other tables indicate the increments 
which make up each horizon. 
Table 2. pH of s01l paste and of 1:5 soil-water suspension 01" Mendon 
profile noo 2 by horizons and by increments 
I pH liIS 
18 
Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon -Increment 
inches 
~2 J- 7.7 800 2-4 7.6 8.0 
4-6 Alp 7.8 7.4 7.9 8.0 
6-8 = 702 8.1 
8-10 7.4 8.1 
10-12 - A12 7.7 7.8 7.8 8.1 
12-14= 7.5- .8.0 
14-16 7.) 8.1 
16-18 - B2 70' 703 7.9 8.3 
18-20 7.8 8.3 
20-22 7.8 8.5 
-
22-21~ - 7.7 8.6 
24-26 7.8 8~9 
26-28 ~ B2ca 7.$ 7.7 8.3 809 
28-30 7.8 8.9 
30-.32 = 8.0 8.9 
.32-34 7.9 8.9 
34-36 f-- Coa 8.0 7.9 ' 8.6 8.9 
36-38 8.0 80 9 
38-40 = 8.0 8.8 
40-42 8.1 8.9 
42-44 ...... Cca 7.9 8.2 8.6 8.9 
44-46 8.2 9.0, 
46-48 _ 8.3 9.0 
( 
48-50 - 8.0 ~.9 
,0-52 7.7 8.9 
52-54 t- Oea 80 2 1.8 8.6 8.8 
,4-,6 7.9 8.8 
56-58 8.0 8.8 
58-60 _ 8.0 8.8 
Table 3. pH of 80il paste and of 1:5 soil....,ater suspension of l4endon 
protUe no" .3 by horizons and by increments 
pH pHs 
19 
Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches 
'0-2 } 7.8 80' '->2~ 1.9 8.5 
4-6 'Ap 7.7 7.$ 8.5 8.4 
6-8 7.8 8.3 
8-10 7.4 8.3 
10-12]- B:l 7.4 7.~ 8.2 8.2-12-14 7" 8.1 
lh-16} 7.4 8.1 i6-18 B2 7.5 704 .8.2 8.1 18-20 7.2 8.1 
,20-22 7.4 8.3 
22-24 J- 7.4 8.2 24-26 B2ca 7.8 7.4 8.5 7.9 
26-28 704 8.0 
28-30= 7.6 802 )0-32 7.7 8.2 
32-.34 706 8.2 
34-36 - Coa 709 707 8.7 8.2 
36-38 ,7.4 B.2 
38-40 704 8.2 
40-42= 7.7 8.2 




7.6 80 3 52- '4 7.9 8.3 54-56 Coa 8.1 7.7 8.8 B.3 56-58 7.9 8.3 
58-60 7.9 . 80 2 
Table 4. pH of soil paste and of 1:, soil-water suspension of Parleys 
profUe no. 1 ~ horizons and by increments 
Depth HOrizon pH 
pH, 
20 
Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches 
0-2} 7.0 - 70 8 2-4 All 7.0 7.2 7.6 1.8 4-6 7.1 7.6 6-8 60 9 7G6 
B-tTI- 60 9 7.5 10-12 A12 .6.9 6.9 7.5 70 6 12- 7.1 7.3 
14-16- _ 609 7.5 16-18 I- B21 loO 701 7.5 704 
18-2Ow 609 705 20-22 7.0 705 
22-24 I- B21 7.1 6.8 7.4 7.5 24-26 6.8 7.6 
~8} 6.8 705 28-30 6.7 7.5 30-32 B22 702 608 1.6 7.6 32-34 7.4 8.0 
34-J6} 7.4 8.5 6-.38 . 7.7 8.6 
38-40 Cca 708 707 802 8.7 40-42 7.8 8.7 42-44 7.8 8.8 
44-46} 707 8.9 46-48 c 7.9 7.9 8., 8-.8 
48_5O} 7.8 8.8 50-$2 8.1- 808 52-54 C 80 2 80 1 8.7 80 8 54-56 8.3 8.8 
56-58]- C 8.2 801 8.7 808 58-60 80 0 80 8 
Table So pH of soil paste and of 1:5 soU-water suspension of Parleys 




Depth Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches 
0-2 J 10 0 8.1 2-4 Ap 609 607 8.3 707 4-6 6.6 7.3 
6~ } 6.6 7.4 8-10 6.6 705 
10-12 AB 6.7 6.7 7.8 "7.6 
12-14; 6.7 7.6 14-16 60 8 7.3 
16-18 6.8 7.7 
18-20 ... B2 7.1 7.0 707 7.7 
20-22 7.3 8.1 
22-24 : 705 8.5 
24-26 706 8.6 
26-28 7.5 8.6 
28-.30 f- B)ca 7.6 7.7 8.2 8.6 30-32 70S 8.5 
32_34} 7.5 8.7 34-36 7.3 80 .5 
36-38 Ccal 7.5 7.3 8.4 807 
38-40 7 • .5 ' 8.6 
40-42 = 704 807 42-44 705 8.8 44-46 707 8.8 46-48 I- Cca2 706 7.6 8'03 80 6 48-50 107 8.6 $0-52 7.8 8.7 
S2-54} 707 807 54-56 7.9 807 
56-58 Cca3 705 7.8 8.6 80 7 
58-60 7.6 8.7 
22 
Table 6. pH of soU paste and ot 1:5 50U""Ilater suspension ot Parleys 
profile no 0 .3 by horizoll5 and by increments 
Depth Horizon 
pH pHs 
Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches 
0-2 } 7.4 8.) 2-4 Ap 70 6 703 8.1 8.3 
4-6 7.3 8.2 
tBlO } 7.4 8.2 7.4 801 10-12 AB 7.7 1.3 8.1 8.1 I 
12-14} 7.2 8.1 14-16 60 7 8.1 
16-18 B2 7.0 606 8.6 80 4 
18-20 7.1 8.4 
20-22- 7.6 806 
22-24 7.3 8.5 
24-26 
- B2ca 7.7 7.2 8.8 8.7 
26-28 7.3 9.0 
28-,30 = 705 9.3 
30-32 7.7 9.4 
32-34 709 9.6 
34-36 - Ccal 80 0 8 0 0 9.8 9.8 
36-38 802 10.0 
38-40 8.3 1000 
40-42_ 8.4 9.5 
42~} 804 9.6 4-46 80 3 9.7' 
46-48 Cca2 8.8 8., 10.0 9.6 
48-50 8.2 9.6 
50-52 8.2 906 
S2-S4 J 801 9.6 54-56 c 805 8.2 10.0 9.6 
56-$8 80 4 9.6 
,8-60 80 3 9.7 
23 
concentration, averaging these concentrations and then converting back 
to pH. However, for the range in 1fh ich the pH values tall tor the soils 
used in th:l,s study, the error induced from awraging the pH values is 
smaller than the precision wi:tb which the pH was measuredo 
A fairlY good comparison of horizon pH and average pH of the incre-
ments in the corresponding horizon can be made by comparing the increment 
values which tall below the horizon value to the increment values which 
tall above the horizon val.ue. It can readily be seen that in most cases 
the horizon pH value is not the average of'the pH values for the incre-
menta which make up the hor1zono In many cases all or the increment pH 
values tall above or below the pH value for the corresponding hor1zono 
This is particularly noticeable with the pHs values shown in figure 20 
In this profile, all of' the increment pHs values are higher than the 
corresponding horizon pHs values. This may be attributed to contamina ... 
tion or to analytical error,. but since 1 t is so c~ns1stent and occurs 
to a lesser degree in other profiles also, the difference is probably 
real and reflects the effects of factors other than soil character 
which are mentioned in the Discussion section of this paper. This is 
true also for the paste pH values, though here the actual differences 
between the increment and horizon values appear not to be as great as 
" 
. with P1I5. 
T.S.S. and ECe • 
The results of this study for total soluble salts (T.,S.5.) and 
elec.trical conductiv1 ty ot the saturation extract (ECe ) .are contained 
in figures 7 through 12 and tables 7 t.hrough 120 There is noticeably 
less variation in the T.S.S. curves than in the ECe curves, partly due I 
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Figure 9. Total soluble salts content and saturation extract conductivity of Mendon profile no. 3 by 
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Table 7. Total soluble salts content and saturation extract conductiv-
ity of Mendon profile no. 1 by horizons and by increments 
Depth Horizon T. s. s. ECe-Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent mmhos/cm 'mmhos/cm 
-0-2 0 0 07 1.26 
2-4 O~O, 0.84 
4-6 - Ap 0.06 0 0 05 0 0 00 0 0 78 
6-8 o.oS 0068 
8-10 } 0.05 0.80 10-12 B21 0.07 0 0 06 0056 0 062 
12-Jh 0007 0.,6 
{ 
14-16 - 0 007 0.$1 
16-18 0 0 07 0.61 
l8 ... 2O 0.07 0.49 
20-22 - B22 0.07 0007 0.46 0.48 
22-24 0.07 0.44 
24-26 _ 0.07 0.41 
26-28 ]- B23 0.09 0.08 0.62 0.,2-
2-8-30 0.08 0.48 
.30-32 } 0.08 0.52-
.32-.34 B3ca 0.08 O~07 0.67 0.61 
34-.36 0.07 0.62 
.36-38 - 0 0 07 0.67 
38-40 0.06 0.61 
40-42 0.07 0.66 
42-44 - Cca 0.07 0'007 0 068 0.73 
44-46 0.08 0.95 
46-48 _ 0.08 0.82 
48-50 - 0.08 0.78 
50-S2 0.08 0.84 
52-54 - Cea 0.07 0.08 0.64 0.82 
54-56 0.08 0.78 
56-5a 0.08 0.81 
58-60 _ 0.08 0.80 
31 
Table 8. Total soluble salts co!ntent and saturation extract conductiv-
i ty ot Kendon pratUe no. 2 by horizons and by increments . 
Depth Horizon T. s. s. ECe 
Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent mmhos/cm mmhos/cm 
0-2 } 
0 0 07 1.10 
.. 2 4 0.06 o.8~ 
4-6 Alp 0.07 0 0 06 0.83 0.72 
6-8 } 0.06 0069 8-10 0006 0072 
lO~12 A12 0.06 0.06 o .&:> 0.78 
12-11+ } 0.06 0065 14-16 0007 0.64 
16-18 B2 0008 0 0 07 0.67 0.56 
18-20 0.08 0 0 50 
20-22 0 0 08 0.48 
22-24 - 0.08 0.48 
24-26 0008 0.46 
26-28 f- )32ca 0 0 08 0.07 0.55 0.49 





32- 4 0.07 Oo~o 
.34-36 Cea 0 0 07 0 0 07 0051 0.52 
36-38 0.06 0 0 53 
.38--40 } 0006 0050 40-42 0.06 0.45 
42-44 Cea 0006 0.05 0.45 0.40 
44~6 0.05 0.40 
46-48 0 0 05 0.42 
48-50 - 0.05 0.41 
50-52 0.05 0.41 
52-54 ~ Cea 0.05 0.05 0.40 0.43 
>4-56 0.05 . 0.43 
56-58 0.0, 0.40 
58-60 _ 0.05 0.38 
Table 9. Total soluble salts content and saturation extract conductiv-
ity or Mendon profile no. 3 by Horizons and by increments 
·1 
T. s. s. ECe Depth Horizon -Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent mmhos/cm mmhoa/cm 
O~ } 0 0 06 0 0 82 2-4 0 0 05 0.62 
4-6 Ap 0.06 0 0 05 0 0 58 0060 
6-8 0 0 0$ 0.56 
8-10 0.06 0.,1 
~ 
1O-12j Bl 0.07 0.08 0.49 0.,,3 · 
12-14 0.07 0.50 
14-16 } 0.01 0.46 16-18 B2 0 0 08 0.07 0 0 46 0.46 
18-20 0 0 08 0.44 
20-22 0 0 08 0 0 46 
22-24 J 0.09 0 0 ,0 24-26 B2ca 0 0 08 0.08 0 0 42 0.48 
26-28 0.08 0 0 43 
28-
301 0.07 0.42 30-.32 0 0 06 00 40 
32-34 0.07 004l 
34-36 Cca 0 0 07 0007 0.42 0 042 
36-38 J 0.07 0.42 
,38-40 0 0 01 0 0 40 
40-42 ~ 0006 I Ooh:) I 
42-44 ~ 0 0 06 0 0 46 
44-46 0 0 06 0041 
46-48 "'" Cea 0.06 0.06 0.43 0.40 
48-,0 0.06 0.40 
SO-52 - i 0006 0041 
>2->4 } 0006 0.41 54-56 Cca 0006 '0 007 0.40 0.43 
56-58 0 0 07 0 0 41 
,8-60 0.07 0.45 
33 
Table 10. Total soluble salts content and saturation extract conductiv-
ity or Parleys profile noo 1 by horizons and by increments 
Depth 
inches 
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Table 11. Total soluble salts content and saturation extract conductiv-
ity of Parleys profile no. 2 by horizons and by increments 
T. S. S .. ECe Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent mmhos/cm mmhos/cm 
0-2 I 0.04 0.67 2-4 Ap 0.04 0 004 0.56 0.45 
4-6 0.C3 0 041 
~} 0 0 (,1.1- 0.40 8-10 ~j oc5 0.39 10-12 AB 0.05 OoO(J 0 0 45 0.)8 
12-14- ,-\ (,"" 0 0 39 \.; o~.,~ .. ' 
14-16 Cl.fY·, i 0.30 16-18 r- B2 0 0 08 0.':.;(:' 0 0 51 0.)0 
18-20 0.07 00 40 
20-22 00G7 0.51 
22-24= 0 0 06 0.48 
24-26 0 0 06 ' Oohl 
26-28 0 0 05 0.41 
28-30 
--
B3ca 0 0 05 0.05 0041 0041 
30-32 0 00, . 0.42 
32_34} 0.05 0 0 44 34-36 0.05 0.43 
36-38 Ceal 0.05 0.0'5 0.44 0 0 49 
.38-40 0 0 05 0 • .50 
40-42 .. 0.0,5 0.46 42-44 0004 0 0 42 44-46 000,5 0.39 46-48 ~ Cc&2 0.04 0.0,5 0.34 0.40 48-50 0.0,5 0.40 50-52 0 0 05 0.37 
S2-54 } 0.05 0.41 54-56 0 0 0,5 0040 56-58 Cea3 000,5 0005 0.39 0.41 ~8-60 0.05 0.38 
35 
Table 12. Total soluble salts content and saturation extrac~ conductiv-
ity of Parleys profile noo 3 by horizons and by increments 
T. s. s. ECe 
Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent mmhos/cm mmhos/cm 
I 
0-2 } 
I 0.08 1.17 
2-4 Ap 0.06 0.05 0071 0.55 
4-6 0.05 0.52 
6-8 - 0.05 0048 
8-10 0.06 005l 
10-12 ~ AB 0 0 05 000, 0060 0 0 48 
12-14 : 0.06 0 0 48 
~'t-16 0 0 08 0.44 
lf~'-13 ... B2 ~".09 0 009 00S2 0044 
If)-20 _ 0.09 0.41 
20-22- 0.08 0.42 
22-24 0.08 0.47 
24-26 ~ ·B2ca 0.08 0008 0 0 59 0.55 
26-28 0.08 0.72 
28-30 : 0.09 1.09 
30-32 0.11 1042 
32-34 0.13 1.86 
34-36 ... Coal 0.14 0.15 2.04 2.27 
36~8 0.13 2.56 38 0 0.17 2.68 
40-42 _ o.lk 2046 
42~} 0014 2.06 44-46 0.12 1.85 
46-48 - Cca2 0.12 0.13 1.80, 1.88 
48->0 0.13 1.87 
50-,2 0.13 1.76 
S2-54} 0.13 l.68 54-56 0.13 1.67 
',6-58 c Doll 0.13 1065 1.72 
58-60 0012 1069 
36 
0.01 percent. 
It can n;adily be seen from the figures that the apparent distri-
bution of salts differs according to the method of analysis used. 
Gene;-ally" the T.S.S. ~rves 'show that salt increases with increased 
depth to a certain point, then decreases againo The ECe curves, on the 
other hand, indicate that the highest salt concentration is in the sur-
face.t with the except101'1 of Parleys no 0 3 shown in table 12 and figure 
120 '!his profile still shows, however, a higher concentration of salt 
in the surf'ace increment than in the increIIV3nt below it. '!his can be 
explained b,y the concentration of salts resulting tram evaporation ot 
moisture from the soil surtaceo 
The differences between the horizon values and, the increment values 
for T.5.S. in these soils are small and do not indicate that a' real dif-
ference exists between the two 0 As mentioned above, this is partly due 
to rounding error in converting resistance measurements. to percent salt. 
The ECe curves for horizons all indicate that there is a decrease 
in salt in going from the surface horizon to the underlying horizon. 
The increment curves, however, indicate that the greatest decrease in 
salt occurs between the first two increments. In all cases this de-
crease is much larger than the decrease be~een the first two horizonso 
In other words, the ECe for the surface 2 inches is higher than the 
horizon values would indicate. Since this is the part of the profile in 
which planting is done and in which many ot the plant's feeder roots are 
loca ted, it seems that the ac tual amount of salt in this increment may 
be more important than the more nearly average value for the salt con-
tent of the horizon as a whole. 
The Parleys no. 3 protile, whose data are seen in table 12 and 
37 
figure 12, contains the most salt of any of the profiles used in this 
study. This probably reflects the quality of water used for irrigation, 
but this is not certain since data on the water are not availableo It a 
smooth curve were drawn to connect the mid-points of the lines repre-
senting ECe for the horizons in figure 12, the shape of this curve' would 
closely parallel a similar curve drawn for the increments 0 This fails, 
however, to show the extreme value for EGe which comes in the 38- to 40-
inch increment. This same increment also has the highest percent total 
soluble sa1t, the highest. lime equivalent, as, shown in figure 18, and 
the highest pHs as shown in figure 6. 'lbe general shapes of the curves 
representing pH, pHs, T.S.S., ECa. and lime equivalent are very Si:lil,;r 
for this profile. 
It appears that for all or these soils the Eee distribution is 
quite independent of the horizons, i 0 9 0 , there is no indication that 
changes in ECe actually occur at horizon boundaries o In Ifact, the 
biggest changes, in Bee seem to come within horizons rather than between 
them. 
Calcium carbonate equivalent 
Figures 13 through 18 and tables 13 through 15 show the resul ts 
obtained for the determination of lime equivalento 
In all of the profiles studied there is a small amount of carbonate 
in the surface which decreases to zero or nearly zero with increased 
depth until the zone of lime accumulation is reached. At this point the 
increase in lime is very rapid as shown by the horizon values. However, 
by inc"rements the increase, though rapid, is sh~ to be much less 
abrupt. In most cases, the horizon value is very nearly the average of 
the values for the corresponding increments 0 Looking at the Mendon 
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Table 13. Calcium carbonate equivalent of lendon profUe no. 1 and 
Mendon profile no. 2 by horizons and by inorements 
}(endon no. 1 Mendon no. 2 
, " 
CaCOJ· CaC03 Depth Horizon Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent inches I percent per9Snt 
0-2 - 0035 0-2 } ·3.1 2-4 0.26 2-4 301 4-6 . f- Ap 0.26 0 0 32 4-6 AlP 3.6 3.6 
6-8 0.16 
6-6 } 3.4 
6-1O} 0.16 8-10 2.5 10-12 B21 0.0 0.0 10-12 A12 107" 100 
12-14 0.0 I 
14-16- ~-~} 004 0 0 0 14-16 0 0 3 
16-18 0.0 16-18 B2 0.4 0.2 
18-20 - B22 000 0.0 18-20 0 0 3 
20-22 000 20-22 3 0 0 
22-24 , 0.0 
24-26..- 0.0 '22-24- 9.2 
24-26 15.5 
26-26j B23 206 00 0 26-28 ~ B~a 17.2 20.9 
28-30 401 28-30 28.0 
3O-32} 12.6 30-3.2= 34.S 32-34 B3ca 20.3 20.8 32-34 37.7 
34-36 26.6 .34-36 .39.) 
36-.38 f- Coa .38.4 40.2 
36-38 - 31.2 
38-40 . .33.7 38-40= 40.9 
40-42 ~ Cea 34.1 33 06 40-42 41.6 
42-44 32.7 42-44 ~. Cca 42 0 , 40.9 
44-46 3,.6 44-46 4003 
46-48 _ 37.2 46-48_ I 4000 
48-.50 - 3609 48-50- 40.7 
50-52 ·37.3 50-52 3805 
,2-$4 f- Coa 37.2 3603 52..,4 ~ Cca 39.8 , 40.6 
S4-S6 38.0 54-56 ! 40.1 56-,a 37.4 56-58 37.5 
58-60 _ 35.3 ,8-60. 31.6 
45 
Table 14. Calcilum carbonate equivalent of' Mendon profile no. 3 and 
Parlelvs profile no. 1 by horizons and by increments 
Mendlon no. 3 Parleys noo 1 
I CaCO) CaCO) 
Depth Horizon! Horizon Increment Depth Horizon Horl.zon Increment 
inches I percent percent inches percent parcent 
O~ } 0 01 0-2 } 0.0 2-4
I 
006 2.-.4 All 0.2 0.0 
4-6 Ap 0 04 006 4-6 0.0 
6-8 0.4 6-8 0.0 
8-10 003 
a-lO} 0.0 
lO-12J Bl 000 0.2 10-12 . A12 0.2 0 0 0 
12-14 0 02 12-14 0.0 
14-~} 0.2 14-l6} 0.0 6-18 
I 
0.2 16-~8 B21 000 0 00 
18-20 B2 008 0.3 
20-22 1.8 18_20} 0.0 20-22 0.0 
22~} I 1501 22-24 B21 0.0 0 0 0 4-26 19.6 24-26 0.0 
26-28 B2ca 22.0 23.5 26_28} 0.0 28-30 
I 
28.2 28-30 0.0 
30-32 I 30.6 30-32 0.0 
32-34 33.2 32-34 B22 0.4 8.6 
34-.36 - Cea 32.8 3$.3 
36-,38 
I 
36.1 34-36} 2403 38-40 37.5 36-38 30.5 
38-40 Cea 29.1 35.1 
40-42= ,38.6 40-42 35.0 
42-44 3901 42-Q4 36.6 
44-46 37.4 
46-48 - Cca .36.1 40.2 44-46 } 31.9 48-50 3509 46-48 C 24.4 22.3 
5
0
-5] 33.9 48-50 } 19.6 $2 4 30.8 50-52 14.3 
54-56 29.3 ,2-54 c 7.6 10.9 
56-58 Cea 31.0 28.8 54-56 10.6 
,8-60 I 26.7 




Table 15. Calcium carbonate equivalent of Parleys pro£Ue no. 2 and 
Parleys profne no. 3 by horizons and by increments 
: 
Parleys no. 2 Parleys no. 3 
CaCO) CaCO:t 
Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Depth Horizon Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent inches percent percent 
O~} 0.2 0-2 } 0.2 2-4 0.2 2-4 Ap 0 0 2 0,.2 
4-6 Ap 0.2- 0.3 4-6 0.1 
6-B} o~o 6-8 - 0.2 8-10 0.0 8-10 0 0 2 -
10-12 AB 0.0 00 0 10-12 ~ AB 0.2 0.2 
12-14= 0.0 12-14:1 0.1-
14-16 0 0 2 14-16 0.1 
16-18 0.2 16-18 ~ B2 0.4 0.4 




22-24= 20.3 22-24 22.9 
24-26 28.4 24-26 ~ B2ca 2404 2609 
26-28 31.2 26-28 29.9 
28-30 f- B)ca 32.9 34.3 
30-.32 .3,.7 28-30= 32.7 
30-32 35.3 
32-34~ 36.1 32-34 39.6 
34-36} 3907. 34-36 - Ccal 39.7 38.3 36-38 Coal 38.7 4308 36 .... 38 41.9 
38-40' 3803 &8-40 44.7 
0-42_ 43.2 
40-42: 41.2 
42-44 36.3 42-44 } 38.2 44-46 3304 44-46 33.3 
46-48 ~ Cca2 3202 29.3 46-48 Cca - 28.6 29.3 
48-.50 28.7 48,-50 2 24.8 
50-52 2704 50-52 22.9 
52_54} 28.3 52-54} 22.7 54-56 2908 54-56 C 22.8 22.9 
56-58 Cea) 2508 24.8 56-58 22.4 
58-60 22.6 58-60 22.3 
47 
assumed .trom looking at the horizon data that the lime equivalent goes 
by sudden jumps from less than 1 percent in the B2 horizon (13. to 22 
inches) to over 17 percent in the B2"a horizon (22 to .31 inches) to more 
than 38 percent in the Cca horizon (31 to .39 inches). It is shown by 
the increment data, however, that this is not the case. Lime equiva-
lent makes a steady increase throughout these horizons and bears no 
apparent relationship to the horizons. Some of the profiles do show a 
fairly large increase in lime by increments which correspond to the 
horizon boundary at the top of the lime zone 0 This is to be expected 
from the fact that the horizon boundary was determined by testing with 
HCl in the field. Below this level, however, there is apparently no 
relationship between lime equivalent and horizons 0 
If a smooth curve were drawn to connect the mid-points of the ' 
lines representing the horizon, values J this curve would, for mos t of 
these profiltJ3, f:2~.: vc;'7 close to a similar curve drawn for the 
increments 0 
Orga~c carbon, total nitrogen, and carbon-nitrogen ratio 
- - --- ----=-- --
The data found in·this study for organic carbon and total nitrogen 
are found in figures 19 through 24 and tables 16 through 21. 
In all of the profiles there is a consistent decrease in both 
carbon and nitrogen by horizons. This is generally true also for the 
increm.entso The one exception, to this is~ the Parleys profile no. 2 
shown in table 20 and figure 23. Total nitrogen in this prof'i1e -de-
creases to a depth of 14 to 16 inches and then increases again to a 
depth of 20, to 22 inches. 
It appears, trom looking at the horizon curves in figures 19 
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Figure 230 Organic carbon and total nitrogen contents of Parleys profile no 0 2 by horizons and by 
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Table 16. Organic carbon and total nitrogen contents and carbon-
nitrogen ratio of Mendon profile noo 1 by horizons and by 
increments , 
= Organic carbon Total nitrogen C/N ratio 
Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon Increment Hnr1zon Increment 
inches percent percent percent percent 
- 2.71 0.209 13.0 0-2 
2-4 2.44 0 0 192 12.7 
4-6 - Ap 2038 2.29 0.183 0.179 13.0 12.8 
6-8 2.16 0.164 13.2 
8-10= 2.01 00148 13.6 
10-12 - B21 10-22 1.35 0.091 0.095 13.4 14.2 
12-14 1.05 0.079 1.3.3 ~-
14-16" 0.87 0.065 13.4 
16-18 0.7.3 00062 U.B 
18-20 ~ B22 0.69 0.72 0.062 0.059 11.1 12.2 
20-22 0.72 0.061 11.8 
22-24 0.68 0.059 , 11.7 
24-26_ 0.63 0.065 9.1 
Table 17. Organic carbon and total nitrogen contents and carbon-
nitrogen ratio of Mendon protile no. 2 by horizons and by 
increments . 
Organic carbon Total nitrogen C/N ratio 
Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent percent percent percent percent 
~2J 4.25 0.320 1303 2-4 Alp 3.61 3082 00272 0.285 13 • .3 13.4 4-6 3.46 0.263 13.2 
6-8 ;0 3028 0.2.37 13.8 
8-10 3.03 0.231 13.1 
10-12 ... A12 2.80 2088 00218 0.221 12.8 13.0 
12-14= 2048 0.190 13.1 
14-16 2.17 0.168 12.9 
16-18 - B2 1.80 1.80 0.142 00132 12.6 13.6 
18-20 . 1.45 0.118 12.8 
20-22 .... 1.10 0.093 11.8 
Table 18. Organic carbon and total nitrogen contents and carbon-
nitrogen r.atio of Mendon profile noo 3 by horizons and by 
increments 
, Organic carbon Total nitrogen C/N ratio 
55 
. Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches P3rcent percent percent percent 
0-2 . 2.77' 0.200 JJ.9 
2-4 2.59 0.199 13 DO 
4-6 ~ Ap 2.22 2 0 62 0 9185. Og195 12.0 1304 
6-8 2.33 0.177 13.1 
8-10 ... 1.63 0.1.3.5 12.1 
10-12} BJ. 1.09 1.26 0.099 0 0 111 1100 11.4 12-14 1.18 0.107 11.6 
lh-16j 0.96 0.106 1l.O 16-18 B2 0.80 0.93 0 0 086 0.101 9.3 9.,3 , 
18-20 0.91 0.095 9.6' 
20-22 O~93 0.096 9.7 
Table 19. Organic carbon and total nitrogen contents and carbon-
nitrogen ratio of Parleys profile noo 1 by. horizons and qy 
increments 
Depth Horizon 
Organic carbon Total nitrogen elM ratio 
Horizon Increment Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches· percent percent percent percent 
0-2 } ~j 1.71 0.l29 13 0,3 . 2-4 All 1.24 1022 0 0 097 0.092 12.8 13.3 4-6 1.14 0.087 13.1 
6-8 1.04 0.087 12.0 
8-10 } 0.87 0.080 10.9 10-12 A12 0.76 0.72 0.064 0.066 11.9 10.9 
12-14 0.68 0.057 11,9 
14-16 - 0.58 0.055 10.5 
16-18 f- B21 0.52 0.50 0.054 0.046 9.6 10.9 
18-20 = 0.44 0.045 9.8 
20-22 0.,38 0.044 8.6 
22-24 ~ B21 0.39 0.37 00041 0.042 9.5 8.8 
24-26 0036 0.042 8.6 
26-28 -
56 
Table 20. Organic carbon and total nitrogen -contents an<\ carbon-nitrogen 
ratiQ of Parleys profile no. 2 by horizons and by increments 
Organic carbon Total nitrogen C/N ratio Depth Horizon 
Horizon Increment Horizon Incren:ent Horizon Increment 
inches percent percent PQrcent percent 
O~ } -:/ 2014 0.180 1109 2-4 -;3- 1.68 00141 11.4 4-6 Ap 1.76 1.68 0.157 0.143 1l.2 1l.7 
6-8 .. ~ 1.36 0.12$ 10.9 8 .... 10 0.98 00087 1103 
10-12 ~ AB \ 1.06 0.88 0.094 00082 ll.) 10.7 
12-14 :I 0 0 80 00073 11.0 
14-16 0071 0.068 10.4 
16-18 0069 0.069 10 0 0 
18-20 I- B2 0072 0072 0.076 0.017 9.5 904 
20-22 0.17 0.088 8.8 
22-24 - 0.65 0.086 7.6 
Table 21. Organic carbon and total nitrogen contents and carbon-nitrogen 
ratio of Parleys profile no. 3 by horizons and by increments 
Organic carbon Total nitrogen C/N ratio Depth Horizon Horizon Increment Horizon Increment Horizon Increment 
inches ~,,,, percent percent percent percent 
D-2} 2.21 0.2<>4 10.8 2-4 Ap 1.71 1.$1 0.160 00142 10 0 7 10.6 4-6 1.L4 0 0 145 9.9 
6-8 J 1047 0.146 10.1 8 10. AB 1.4.3 1.48 0.139 0.145 10.3 10.2 10-12 1.31 0.133 9.8 
12-14} 1.ll 00119 9.3 14-16 0.74 0.088 8.4 16-18 B2 0.71 0.67 0.018 0 0 083 9.1 8.1 18-20' 00 62 0.082 7.6 
~_22} 0.53 0.073 7.3 22-24 0.51 0.068 7.5 24-26 B2Ca 0 0 48 0.47 0.068 0.067 7.1 7.0 26-28 0 0 45 0 0066 6.8 28-30 
and nitrogen content in successive horizons. In most cases, however, 
the increment curves show this conclusion to be erroneous. 1be best 
example or this is the Mendon no 0 2 profile shown ~ figure 20. These 
curves indicate no relationship between horizons and carbon or ni trogen 
content. In contrast to thiS, however, is Mendon profile no. 1 shown in 
figure 19. These curves show that the actual carbon and n1 trogen con-
tent decreases at approxima.te~ the boundary between the tv/O top 
horizons. Perhaps the decrease would exactly coincide with the horizon 
boundary- if the increments had been chosen 80 as to fallon that bound-
ary. Parleys profiles no oland no. 3 show similar results but to a 
less marked degree. Mendon profile no. 3 in figure 21 appears, on the 
basis of carbon and nitrogen content, to have the horizon boundary set 
two inches too deep in the profile.· 
In all of these profiles except Mendon profile no. 3 there is a 
strong suggestion from the increment data that a horizon boundary should 
be set at the 2-inch deptho This further indicates the lack ot rela-
tionShip between horizons and carbon and nitrogen content of the soil. 
A smooth curve drawn to connect ~he mid-points of the lines repre-
senting horizon values for both organic carbQn and total nitro gen would, 
tor all or the profUes stud1ed" very nearly coincide with a similar 
curve drawn tor the increments. 
. . 
C/N ratios are shown in ·tables ;L6 t~ough 21 but no graphs were 
drawn for them. It was felt that this would have little value because 




Since 1920 when )!arbut first presented a scheme for soil classifi-
cation, samples for classification purposes have been taken by horizons 
and the data have been interpreted on this basis 0 There have since been 
some changes suggested in the classifiea tion crt teria, as reported by 
Whiteside (21), but the changes are minor as they.apply to the horizons. 
The differentiation of hQrizons is made, with the exception of line 
zones, from visible color, textural, and structural changes 0 Chemical 
composition is used in the classification only as it occurs within a 
horizon without regard to actual occurrence in the profile. However, as 
Robinson (16) pointed out, laboratory data become more important as s011 
classification becomes more minuteo For this reason this study Was made 
to determine if' the soil horizon had a significance beyond the properties 
which are observed in the fieldo 
There was. considerable variation found with depth in pH and Pli5 of 
samples taken both by horizons and by increments. This variability may 
be attributed to several causes. Fireman and Wadleigh (6) reported that 
pH was affected by exchangeable sodil.Ul1, other adsorbed ions, soil......,ater 
ratio, texture, CO2 pressure, insoluble carb~nates .. gypsum, soluble 
salts, organic matter, and cl.q type. According to Buehrer and Williams 
(4) the pH of a calcareous soil is determined by the caloium oarbonate-
bicarbonate butter system of the 50110 Huberty and Haas (8) found that 
pH varied with method of dryirig, length of drying time, storage C on-
tainer, dilution" and irrigation practices. 'Ibey also found pH 
varia tiona trom successive mixings of the same s oil sample. ~1is is a 
likely cause of the small fluctuations between the pH values ot succes-
sive increments found in this study. 
With a11o! the factors which affect pH" there is some question as 
to what is being determined ''lith a pH measurem.ento For this reason" 
perhaps, the specific pH or a soil is not as important in its c lassifi-
cation as is the general range into which it falls, ioe o , strongly, 
modera tely" or weakly acid; neutral; or strongly, moderately" or weakly 
alkaline 0 It is doubtful, from the data found in this study, tha.t :fiI or 
pH, . would be helpful in differentiating horizons in these soils 0 Since 
only broad interpretations ot pH can be made, e1 ther hori zen or incre-
ment pH measurements appear to be adequate. Work by Mehlich (ll), 
however, suggests that the relationship between base unsaturation and 
pH may be helpful in determining the type of mineral in the soil. 
There is a great deal of difference in the shapes of the cu,rves for 
T .s .S. and ECe tor all of the profiles included in this study" even 
though they should both give an es~te of the salt content of the 
Boil. Reitemeier and Wilcox (15) concluded that Bee was the better 
measure of salt because .it is correlated better to crop response o They 
reported that the inaccuracy of the paste conductivity measurement came 
from the lack of a cell constant in the soils cuP. variations in satura-
tion percentage" variations in soil salinity" and conductivity of soil 
minerals 0 
ECe is useful in soU characterization in evaluating drainage con-
ditions but the soils used in this . study are all low in salt and it 
appears that the salt has not affected their developmento 
There is no apparent relationship between either T.5.So or ECe and 
horizons or horizon boundaries in these soils. Samples of these soils, 
then, may be taken either by horizons or by increments to show .salt 
'" . 
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distribution within the profile. 
Close agreement was round between the lime distribution by horizons 
and by increments. This was to be expec ted at the top ot the lime zone 
because the horizons at that point were differentiated by the presence 
or absence of strong effervescence with acido The identification of the 
horizons below this, however, were baaed on textural and structural 
changes except where an arbi trary division was made in the C ..or the Cca· 
horizon. 
S.ome work has been reported which indicates that ll.me distribution 
may be related to clay distribution of the s0110 Redmond (11) reported 
that for most ot the soils vmich he analyzed, the horizons which had the 
highest percentage clay also had the highest lime content. It would 
seem, then, that horizon differentiation which takes structure and tex-
ture into account should bear some relationship to the lime distributiono 
While particle size distribution was not included in this study, such a 
relationship may be indicated in the data for the soils studied. The 
best example of this is Parleys profile noo 1 shown in· figure 16 0 In 
this profile the lime decreased sharply in the C horizon ~ere the tex-
ture changed from silty clay loam to loam to sandy lOBmo It is also 
seen in Mendon profile no. 3 where the lime decreased as the texture 
went from heavy silty clay loam to silty cl~ loam, in Parleys profile 
nco 2 "here lim decreased as the texture changed from silty clay loam 
to light silty clay loam .. and in Parleys profile no 0 3 where lime de-
creased as texture changed from silty clc\y loam to heavy silt loam o In 
Jlendon profiles noo 1 and 2 neither lime content nor texture change 
appreciab~ below the B horizon. 
Despite this apparent relationship, there is no indication from the 
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data that changes in lime c~ntent coincide with horizon boundarieso 
Even the boundaries at the tops of the lime zones are not sharp as the 
horizon data indicate. It is to be expected that 2-inch increments 
would present a more accurate picture of lime distribution than would 
the horizons. However, it only the data· tor the 2-inch increments were 
availabke, it would be. extremely difficult to locate the horizon bound-
aries 0 The tops of the lime horizons could be placed quite accurately, 
and, in some cases, the bottoms of the lillJ9 horizons could be deter-
minedo Between these two points J however, horizon differentiation based 
on lime content would be virtually impossible 0 In addition to this, 
horizons, no matter how they are determined, tend to obscure the actual 
distribution of lime in the profileo Suppose, for example, an horizon 
were placed so that it extended .from the top o~ the lime zone' to the 
'center of the lime bulge. The amount of lime measured on that horizon 
would be approximately intermediate between the actual amounts of line 
at the extreme ends ot the horizon. The same thing would be found on 
the underlying hori;on and the effect would be to miss the ac'blal lime 
bulge completelyo In addition to this, since the amount of lime 
measured on the horizon would represent only the mid-point ot that 
horizon, there would be no w;q of knowing whether lime in that horizon 
was increasing, decreasing, or was distributed uniformlyo The .same 
arguments could be applied to an horizon chosen so as to include the 
center '?t the lime bulge. In this case the location of the lime bulge 
could be seen but ~e extent ot the ,lime bulge would still be obscured. 
This same thing would be true,· of course I tor increments similar in 
thickness to the horizon sampleso 
Organic carbon and total nitrogen also show a good agreement between 
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the distribution by horizons and by increments. However, any indica-
tions that changes in the content or either organic carbon or total 
nitrogen occur at horizon boundaries are very slight and are not con-
clusive since such indications are not present in all of the profiles 
of each series. In th~e of the profiles the strongest indications of 
an horizon is at the 2-inch depth. This was not discernible in the 
field. 
Future work in this field should attempt to show nore precisely 
what the relationship is between the chemical properties and the soil 
horizon boundaries. This could be done by sampling the area on eaoh 
side of an horizon boundary by smaller increments than were used in the 
present study, say one-half incho This study should include particle 
size distribution so that changes in chemical properties could be 
correlated to changes in texture. A study similar to. the present one 
'" 
should also be made USing increments of from six to twelve inches, which 
IA 
would be more practical for routine sampling 0 This type of study should 
also be extended to other s oils and for other chemical properties. If 
it beco~s apparent that the type of results found in this study could 
also be related and applied to other soils and for other chemical pro-
perties, then the sampling of soits for characterization could be 
greatly simplified by Simply taking increments. 
In addition to the advantage of increased ease of sampling .. incre-
ment sampling presents a possibility of applying statistical methods to 
soil classification.l A function could b~ written .to describe the curve 
for each of the characteristics which helps to describe a sol1o Such 
1. Suggested by Rex Hurst, Head of the Department of Applied Statistics, 
Utah State University, in private communication. 
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a function has been written for the distribution of lime equivalent in 
Mendon profile no. 1. This curve (figure 13) can be represented by a 
rifth power equation of the form: 
Y • a + bx + ,cx2 + nx3 + ~ + rx' 
where Y 1s percent CaC03 at depth x. By a process of curve fitting with 
orthogonal polynomials the x values' can then be transi'onned to give the 
equation: 
Y .' Ao + Al {1 + A2 {2 + A) e:3 + A4 e 4 + A$ ~ 5 • 
In this rom the numerical values of the coefi'icients can be calculated. 
For this curve they were fO\Uld to be I Ao WI l6.356, Al • 008847 J A2 • 
O.02116, A3 - -0.005966; A4 • -0.0001526, and A, . 0.0002747. Solving 
the equation' for each of the thirty increnents in the profile gave the 
. ; 
following results: 
Observsd Expected CaCO'), Observed Expected CaC03 
'"" CaC03 
. trom e~ua tiOll CaCO) from esuation percent percent percertt percent 
0.4 -2.399 1206 14.136 0.3 1.)01 20.8 18.355 0.3 2.647 26.6 22.525 0.2 2.446 31.2 26.474 002 1.343 33.7 .30.023 
0.0 
-G41113 3.306 .33.031 0.0 
-1.501 32.7 35.386 0.0 
-2.,2:2 35.6 37.02) 
0.0 
-2.938 37.2 37.931 0.0 
-2.619 36.9, 380lla.' 0.0 . 
-1.So6 3703 37.808 0.0 00397 3603 31.120 
0.0 30038 38.0 36.370 0.0 
.6 .)04 37.4 35.975 401 10.054 35.3 36.434 
It is ob"io1JS that the curve does not fit the data exactly. A per-
teet fit would require an equation ot a much higher power. It the 
increment depths had been 10 inches instead of 2 inches, the number of 
, increments would have been ,reduced to six and a rifth or possibly a 
.... 
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fourth power equation would produce a curve which would fit the data 
very well. The fewer increments would also greatly simplify the calcu-
lation of the coefficients of the equationo 
The coefficientS of such an equation a.re completely inde,t:.endent of 
each other and compara.ble coefficients for different soils could be com-
pared in any way desired. One or more of the coerficients should show 
the characterIstic or characteristics ot the curve which differentiate 
one soil from another with respect to the distribution of a particular 
chemical constituent. Since comparisons between profiles would be made 
on the distribution curves instead of the actual content of the Boil, 
these fun~tlons woUld eliminate the difficulty of comparing profiles 
which do not have the same horizons or in which the horizons occur at 
different depths. 
Classification on this basis could be an objective process based 
on pre-set limits for the coefricients of the discriminant functions of 
each series. 
The 'Writing or functions of this type is much easier if' the data 
are based on even depth increments ins tead ot the uneven horizon depths. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is shown in this study that the horizons ot these soils have 
little or no significance beyond what is observed in the field insofar 
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as ,these chemical properties are concerned. In some instances there is 
an indication, as shown by sharp breaks in the curves, that a rela tion-
ship may exist between the horizon boundar.y and the distribution of a 
particular chemical property. However, the indications of this rela-
tionship are slight and are not supported by indications or similar 
relationships with the other chemical properties measured on the same 
soils. In other words, while the distribution of one chemical property, 
such as organic carbon, might indicate a horizon boundary at ~ certain 
depth, other chemi,cal properties either indicate the boundary to be at 
a different depth or else give no indication of a boundar,y at all. 
'\ 
. The distributions of the chemical properties used in this study are 
seen to tollow ... ,gradients in' these soils 0 Because of this, any separa-
tiona within these profiles used in sampling for these laboratory 
analyses are arbitrary. Thus the method of' sampling these soils maY' 
depend on the information desired. If' only horizon values are important 
then horizon samples are sufficient, but if data are desired on distri-
button of soil properties within these profiles the horizon samples are 
not adequate for lime or for organic mattero 
The profiles used in this study were ·chosen by field observation 
and were to :represent, as nearly as pOSSible, the modal conoepts Of the 
two series. The fact that in each of the two series there was one pro-
tile that did not conform to this modal concept illustrates the 
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difficulty of cotTelating laboratory and field data. by observation and 
of selecting in the field soils that will 'show similar characteristics 
in the laboratory. It also serves to illustrate a statement by 
Whiteside (21) that: 
••• it seems more correct ••• to say that soil individuals should 
be d~fined in terms of the ranges of their differentiating 
properties rather than by a modal individual ••• 
A sampling study was made to determine the relationship between 
soil horizons and the <iCstri bution of various chemical properties. 
Three sites each were selected for the Mendon series and the Parleys 
• 
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series and the soil at each site was ~ampled by horizons and by 2-inch 
. . ~, 
" . 
increments. These samples were then analyzed for pH, pHs, total solu-
ble salts, 8aturati~n extract conductivity, CaC03 equivalent~ organic 
carbon .. and total nitrogeno ~ results for each were plotted) showing 
,both the horizon and increment data for a profile on the same graph so 
that direct comparisons could be made between the two distribution 
curves. 
There was no indication from the results obtained that these 
laboratory data on'these soils would help to differentiate horizons 
except at the top ot the lime zoneql The Ii! and pHs results were incon-
sistent and either method or sampling appeared to give an adequate 
measure of the pH profi],.eo '!be distribution of salts when lneasured as 
total soluble salts appeared different from the distribution when 
measured as saturation extract conductivity_ Neither analytical 
method indica ted that horizon samples furnished a better pic ture of the 
salt distribution than did the increment samples. For the other deter-
minations there were no indications of a consistent relationship between 
the chemical properties and the horizons 'except at the top of the lime 
zone 0 Horizon and increment samples both presented the same picture ot 
the distribution of these chemical properties. 
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There was no .clear indication ot any relationships existing betvreen 
the various chemioal properties and the horizons or horizon boundaries 
except at the top of the lime zone. '!he data suggest that to -obtain 
information on these soils concerning -the distribution profiles ot these 
soU properties, a number of uniform depth increments equal to the 
number of horizOD8 in the profile would have been as adequate as the 
horizon samples. 
Advantages of incretm!nt sampling are increased ease of sampling 
trom elimination of the need to separate horizons precisely, and the 
possibility which it provides of applying statistical rethods to soil 
classification. 
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The Mendon soils are Chernozem soils located in Northern Utah and 
Southern Idaho on old lake terraces which probab~ have had a recent 
over-wash of fine-textured materials over stratified, calcareous clayey 
lake depositso Slopes usually range from. 1 to 3 percento The mean· 
annual precipitation is about 16 inches and the mean annual temperature 
is about 47° Fo Suxmners are relatively dry with most of the moisture 
cOming from axw in the winter and rain in the spring~' 
Mendon Silt Loam--Protile noo 1 
This protile was taken 1n an alfalfa field in the SEl, Sec. 32, 










Dark grayish brawn (2.5y 4/2) silt loam, black (lOIR 
2/i) when moist) weak coarse platy breaking to weak 
medium to fine platy; slightly hard, dry) triable, 
moist; slightly sticky and plastic, wet; non-effer-
vesQentJ paste pH 7.7; clear smooth boundary. 
Grayish brown (2.5y 5/2) silty clay loam, very dark--
gray (lOIR 3/1) when moist j structureless to weak 
angular blocky breaking to moderate fine' angular 
blocky; thin continuous clay-skins; hard" dry; ~irm, 
moist; sticky and plastic" wet; non-eftervescentJ 
paste pH 7.5; clear smooitb,,,,poundary. 
Light grayish brown (2051··~)2) heavy silty clay loam, 
very dark grayish brown (10m 3/2) when moist; 
modera te madi urn prismatic' breaking to moderate medium 
angular blocky; moderate continuous clay-skins; very 
hard" dry; firm" moist; sticky and very plastic, wet;. 
non-ettervescentj paste .pH 7.5; gradual smooth boundaryo 
Light grayish brown (2.5Y 6/2) silty clay loam, very 
dark grB¥ish brawn (lOYR ""3/2) 'When moist; weak to mod-
e;-ate medium subangular blocky breaking to weak to 
modera te fine subangular b1ocky; thin patchy clay-
skins; hard" dtyj firm, mOist; sticky and plastic, wet; 
non-errervescent; paste pH 7.3; gradual smooth boundary. 
Light gr~ish brown <k205Y 6/2) silty clay, dark gray-
ish brawn (10m 4/2) when moist; weak coarse platy 
breaking to weak meditnn angular blocky; hard, dry,; firm, 
moist; sticky and plastic, wet; strongly eftervescent; 
paste pH 7.9; clear smooth boundary. 
CCa2 48-60 
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Light ~rayish (2GsY 1/2) light silty clay loam, dark 
brawn {lOYR 4/.3) when moistj massive; hard, dry) firm, 
moist;. sticky and plastic, wet; violently ef'!ervescent,j 
paste Iii 8.0j gradual smooth boundary-
Do. Paste -pH 8.1. 
)( Kendon Silty Clay Loam-Profile no 0 2· "V' 
'!his profile 'Was taken in an alfalfa field in the SW~, NW~, Sec. 2" 







V.ry dark grayish brown (205Y 3/2) light silty clay 
l¢)am, black (IOn 2/1) when mois t J weak coarse platy 
breaking to moderate meditUh granular) hard, dryj fri-
able, moist) sticky and plastic, wet) slightly 
effervescentJ paste pH 7.8. 
Dark grafish brown (205Y 4/2) silty clay loam .. black 
(lOYR 2/1) when moist J moderate fine angular blocky J 
very hard, dry; firm, moist; sticky and plastic, wet) 
slightly effervescent) paste pH 1.7. 
Dark grayish brown (205y 4/2) heavy silty clay loam, 
very dali<:. gray (10m 3/1) when moist; moderate medium 
prismatic brealdng to moderate medium subangular 
blookyj very hard, dry; firm, moist; sticky a.nd very 
plastic, wet; non-erfervescent; paste pH 705. 
Light br~h gray (205Y 6/2) silty clay loam, light 
brownish gray (10m 6/2) when moist; moderate medium 
prismatic breaking to moderate medium subangular 
blocky; very hard" dry; firm moist; sticky and plastic, 
wet; Violently effervescent,; paste pH 105. 
Light gr~ (205Y 7/2) silty cle.y loam, light gray 
(10m 7/2) when moist,; rew medium distinct reddish 
brown mottles; massive; hard, dry; firm, moist; sticky, 
and plastic, wet; violently effervescent; paste pH 
B.o. . , 
Light gray (2.51 7/2) silty clay loam, llglit gray 
(lOlR 7/2) when moist; few medium distinct reddish 
b~ ~ttlesJ.'mas~1ve; hard, dryj firm, moist, sticlqr 
and plastic when wet;. violently effervescent; paste . 
pH 7.90 
Do. Paste pH 8.2. 
Mendon Silty Clay Loam-Profile no o 3 
This p;r.of'ile was taken in a corn field in the NEt, SW;, Sec. 5, 
T IN, R lW, about 1 mile north of )lendon, Cache County, Utah. 
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Protile Description 
Horizon Depth inches 
A'P 0-10 Dark grayish brown (205y 4/2) light silty clay loam, 
black (lOIR 2/1) when moia t; weak coarse platy break-
ing to moderate medium granular.; slightly hard, dry; 
triable" moist, sticky and plas.tic, wet; many fine 
roots; non-ef"fervescent; paste pH 7. 7 • 
10-14 Grayish brown (2.$Y 5/2) heavy silty clay loam, very 
dark grayish brawn (10m 3/2) when moist) weak medium 
prisma tic breaking to weak fine angular blocky; hard, 
dry; firm, moist J. sticky and Plastic, wet J many fine 
.roots; non-effervescent J paste pH 7 a • 
B2 14-22 Dark grayish brown (2.5y 4/2) heavy silty clay loam, 
dark brown (10m 3/3) when moist; l'leak to moderate 
pX-ismatic breaking to moderate medium Bubangular 
blockyJ very hard, dry; firm, moist; sticky and very 
plastic, wetJ common fine roots; non-effervescentJ 
paste pH 7050 . 
B2ca 2~-29 Light brownish gray (lOIR 6/2) heavy silty clay loam, 
brawn or dark brown (lOIR 4/J) when moistj weak to 
modera te prismatic breaking to moderate medium sub-
angular blocky; very hard, dry; firm, moist,; sticky 
and very plastic, wet; violently effervescent; paste 
pH 7.8. 
Cca 29-41 Pale brown (lOYR 6/3) silty clay loam, brown (lOYR 
5/3) when mOist; massiveJ hard, dry; firm, moist; 
sticky and plastic, wet; violently effervescent; 
paste pH 7.90 
C 41-51 Very pale brown (lOIR 7/4) silty clay loam, brown 
(lOIR $/3) when moist; massive; hard, drYJ firm, 
mOist; sticky and pla.stic, wet; violently effervescent; 
paste IiI 1.6. 
c 51-60 Doo Paste pH 8.1. 
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PARLEIS SERIES 
The Parleys soils are well.-drained ·Chestnu. t soils developed in 
mlxed lake sediments found on old lake terraces. They occur at eleva-. 
tiona of about 4200 to 4$00 teet, usually on slopes of 1 to -~ percent, 
in a climate which has a mean annual temperature of about 52 F. and an 
average annual precipitation of 16 to 20 inches with relatively d17 
sl.1mI11Etrs and with winter and spring being the wettest seasons. 
Parleys Silt Loam-Protile noo 1 
'!his profile was taken from a highway right-or..."ay in an area ot 
cheat_ ~rass and gum weed acros8, a ~eDC~ from a grain field in the swi, 
Sec. lS, T, SH, R lW, .outhe&8~. of",Og~. Weber County, Utaho 
Horizon Depth inches 
Cea '35-44 
Profile Description 
Dark grayish' brown (10m 4/2) silt loam, very dark 
gra,- (10m 3/1) when moist; weak to moderate medium 
to coarse platy breaking to weak tine granular) h~, 
&7J rriabl~. moist; nonst1cky and slightly plastic, 
wet J non-erfervescentj paste iii 70 0; clear smooth 
boundary. " 
Gray (10m ,/1) sUt loam, very 'dark brown (lOIR 2/2) 
when moist; 'Weak coarse tomedi\Ull platy breaking to 
wflak fine subangular blocky; hard, dryJ friable, 
mOist. nonst1cky and slightly plastic, wet) non-
effervescentJ "paste pH 6.9} clear smooth boundar,y.. 
Grayish brown (10IR 5/2) heavy sUt loam, dark brown 
(lOIR 313) when moistJ moderate medium subangular 
block:( breaking to weak fine aubangular blocqJ hard, 
dVJ friable .. moistJ slightly sticky and plastic, wet) 
,nQn-e£fervescentJ pasta PI 7.0 J clear smooth boundary. 
DQ. Paate pH 701., , ' . 
Yellowish brawn (10m 5/4) heavy silt "loam, "brown ·or 
dark brawn (7 o5YR 4/4) when moist} weak medium pris-
matic breaking to moderate medium 8ubangular blockyJ 
thin patchy" olay-skins; very hard, dry; firm .. moist; 
sticky and plastic, wetJ non-erferve'scent; paste iii 
7.2 J abrupt smooth boundar.y. " 
Light yellonsh brown (lOn. 6/4) heavy s 11 t loam, 
brown ClOm 5/3) when moist.; massive] hard, dry; tri-
able., moist; non-eticky and slightly plastic, wet; 






Light 'yellowish brown (loYR6/4) loam, brown (10m 5/3) 
when mois.t J IIia.ny medium prominent mottles j znas.si ve ; 
slightly hard, dry} triable, moist; nonsticky and non-
-. plastic, wet, strongly e££f1trV88centJ paste pH 7.9; 
abrupt 8JTl9Pth boundary. 
Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4) 'light tine sandy 
loam, brown ~r dark brown (lOIR 4/3) when moist; com-
mon medium distinct yellowish-brown mottles} massive) 
loos8, dry and meis tJ non-sticky and non-plas tic, wet; 
strongly' effervescent; paste pH 8.2. 
Light yelloldsh brown (lOIR 674) very fine sandY loam, 
brown or dark brown (10m 4/3) When moist} massive; 
slightly hard to 80ft, dry; very triable, moist; non-
sticky and non-plastic, wet) strongly efferveseen tJ 
paste pH 8020 
'Parleys Silt Loam-Profile noo 2 
This profile was taken in an alfalfa field in the SW~, Sec. 34, 
T 'TN, R 1", east of North Ogden, Weber ~ounty, Utah. 
Profile Description 
Honson Depth lnchea 
All 0-7 Dark grayish brown (lOIR 4/2) heavy silt loam, very: 
dark gray (10m )/1) when moist. weak to moderate 
medium and fine granular; slightJ..y hard, dry; friable, 
moist; 81ight~ sticky and slightly plastic, wet, non-
effervescent; pu'te ~ 6.9. ' 
AB 7-13 Grayish brown (lOIR ,/2) aUty clay loam, very dark 
grayish brown (10m 3/2) when moist; weak medium sub-
angular blocky brealdng to moderate fine subangular 
blocqJ hard .. dry) firm, moist; sticky and plastiC, 
wet; non ... tterveacentJ paste PI 6.7. 
B2 1.3-23 Br.own (lOIR ,/3) silty clay to dark yellowish brown (101R 3/4) when moist; weak- to moderate prismatic 
breaking to ,moderate medium subangular block;yJ thin 
patchy clay'-sk1naJ. very hard, dry) "!8't7 ~d, dry; 
. very firm, moist) very. sticky and ,very plastic, wetJ 
non-etten.8cent J paste -Iii 7.1. '. 
B)ca 23-33 L~t yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4) silty clay loam, 
brown or dartc brown (10m 4/3) when moist; weak t 
~ua prismatic breaking to weak medium suban~lar 
bl.pclQrl·ha.rd, dry; firm to fri,able, moistJ slightly 
. stiCky and' plastic', wet) violently effervescentt 
~te pH ·70-6. . :' - . 
Ccal 33-41 ' pale brown (lOIR 613) light sUty clay loam,. brown or 
dark brown (lOYR 4/3) when moist; ~ss1ve; hard, dry,; 
Cca2 41-53 
finn, moistJ slightly sticky and plast:\.c, wet; 
violentlY efferve8cent; p~ste pH 7.5. 
Do. Paste JiI 7.6. 
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Do. Paste pH 7.5. 
Parleys 5il t Loam~Profile. no. 3 
This profile 1I'8.S taken in an alf'alfa field in the NE;, Sec. 16, 








Dark grayish brown (IOIR 4/2) heavy silt· loam, ve'ry 
dark brown (lOYR 2/2) when moist; weak to moderate 
c~arse platy breaking to weak fine platy and, weak 
medium granular J slightly hard, dry.; friable J mois t; 
slightly sticky and slight4r plastic J wet; non-
effervescent; paste IiI 1.6. ' 
Brown or dark brown (10m 4/3) silty clay loam, very 
dark brown (lOIR 2/2) when moist; weak medium sub-
angular blocky breaking to weak fine subangular blocky; 
thin patchy clay-skins on peds 1 hard, dry; firm, moist j 
sligh tJ.y sticky' and plastic, wet.t non-e'rfervescent J 
paste Iii 7.7. ' 
Dark yellowish brown (10m 4/4) heavy sUty clay loam, 
dark yellowish brown (10m 3/4)' when mOist; weak to 
moderate medium prismatic breaking to moderate medium 
subangular blocky} thin patchy clay-skins on pedsJ 
hard" dry; firm, moist; sticky and very plastic, wet) 
non.etfervescentJ paste liI 7.0. 
Brlown (lOIR 5/)} heavy sUty clay loam, brown or dark 
brown (lOlR 4/3) when moist; weak to moderate medium 
prisma tic breaking to moderate medium au bangular 
blocky) thin patchy clay-skins on peds; hard, dry; 
very firm, moistJ sticky and very plastic, wet, 
violently effervescent) paste IiI 7070 
Pale brown (10m 6/3) heavy silt loam .. dark yellowish 
brown (lOYR 414) when moist; massivej hard, dry; very 
firm, moistJ sl1ght~ sticky and plastic, wet; 
v1~lent~' effervescentJ paste pH 8.0. 
Pale brown (lOIR 6/3) heavy silt loam, brawn or dark 
brown (lOYR 4/3) when moist} massive; hard, dry-I very 
t1tm, moist; slightly sticky and plastic, wet; 
sUongly effervescent) paste Pi 8.8. 
Yellowish brown (lOIR 514) heavy silt loam" brown or 
dark brown (lOIR 4/3) when moist; massiveJ hard, dry; 
very firm, moist) Slightly sticky and plastic, wet; 
strongly effervescent; paste }:Ii 8.5. 
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NATIONAL COOPE,RATIVE SOIL SURVEY 
Soil Profile Des cription 
SOIL UNIT: Mendon silt loam, 3 to 6 percent slopes MD31/4C-
SURVEY AREA: Cache Area SAMPLE NO: 37-59 
• 
LOCATION: 1/8 mUe No. of s. U4 Corner, Section 1. T13N, R2W. 2 mUes 
I 
, North and 1 W·est of Newton. PHOTO LOCATION: 140-11 
PHYSIOGRAPHY: Medium lake terraces 
TQPCGRAPHY AND SLOPE: Moderately sloping, 3 to 6 percent slopes. 
E~EVATION: 4,750 feet 
PARENT MATERIAL: Mixed lake sediments 
D!AINAGE: Well drained. penneability slow, runoff medium. 
V~GETATION OR USE: DJY farm ... small grains, alfaUa 
Cl+ASSIFICATION: Zonal 
... 
CUIMATE: Mean annual precipitation: 14-1611 Mean anDual temperature: 47oF. 
CQLLECTORS: Mortenaen, Carley, Campbell DATE: Nov. 11. 1959 
Dark gray (lOYR 4/1) dry. silt loam. black (lOYR 2.4/1) moist; weak 
medium subangular blocky structure breaking into w6~k fine granular 
structure; slightly ba rei dry, friable moist. DODStiCky and slightly 
plastic wet; nonealearaou8; pH 7.6 (cresol red); few fine roots, few 
fine pores; abrupt smooth boundary. 
BZ 7-24" Grayish broWD (lOYR S/2) dry) silty clay, black (IOYR 2/1) moist; 
moderate medium prismatic structun b%'eaking into moderatel . 
medium 8ubangular blocky structure with thin continuou8 clay films; 
very hard dry, very firm moiat: very sticky and plastic wet; non-
calea reOU8; pH 7. 8 (eres 01 red); plentiful £De roots, many fine 
poresj clear smooth boundar.y. 
B2ca 24-2.811 Grayish brown (lOYR 511.) dry, silty clay loam. dark grayish 
brown (lOYR 4/2) when moist; weak medium subangular blocky 
structure breaking into weak fine granular structure, having 
thin patchy clay films; very hard dry, friable moist, sticky and 
plastic wet; very strongly calcareous; pH 8. Z (cresol red); few 
fine roots, many fine pores; gradual wavy boundary. 
Clca 28-34" White (IOYR 8/Z) dry) silt loam, pale brown (lOYR 6/3) moist; 
massive structure; slightly hard dry, very friable moist; slightly 
sticky and slightly plastic wet; very strongly calcareous; pH 
8.8 (cresol red); no roots, many fine to medium pores; gradual 
wavy boundary. 
Cz 34-40" Light brownish gray (2. SY ,6/Z) dry, loam, grayish brown (Z.5Y 5/2: 
moist; massive structure; slightly hard dry, very friable moist, 
slightly sticky and slightly plastic wet; common medium distinct 
(lOYR 4/4) historical mottles; very strongly calcareous; pH 8.8 
(cresol red); no roots, many fine to large pores; gradual wavy 
boundary. 
6/6/60 
C3 40Q>48t1 -J.; White (2.SY 8/Z) dry, silt loam. light brownish gray (Z. 5Y 6/2) 
moist; massive structure; slightly hard dry. very friable moist, 
slightly sticky and slightly plastic wet: many medium distinct 
(7.5YR 4/4) historical mottles; very strongly calcareous; pH 8.8 
(cresol red); no roots. common fine to medium pores. 
." 
5/3/60 ,N/ .. TIONJ1L COOPEItL TlVE SO It SURVEY 
Soil Profile' Description 
";.\ .. ,, . ," 'MD31 
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, SURVEy, ~!~ElJ. :' . 'Cache' :,) " ' .' .. , ' 
-: :1 ",I.OCllTIoN: 2~mi.: East' c'r Cle.rkston 
S£MPLE NO, 24-59 
PHY~IOGRI,-PHX: ' Hig~ .la,ke t~a9:e. , 
. '.'TOPOGRf.PSY 'fl-f\'IJ) ~IOP~:' Gently ~ol~ing, 2-'JI, slopes 
ED.~Tl.TION.:, 4,7AO feet" .. " : ...... ,.; ,.': :. ';'" :"., ',"', 
P1JtENT' Ml' .. TERtil.jL:.; Le~e~, ~.edi1nent$· f •.• ~. 
DRAINA<IE:·· .. 'Well . z, "4'" . 
,,' ~.~~F.qON OR UPE: Dry-rend - wheet:'~ alfalfa 
.' . CUSSD'ICATION: Zone~ - chGrnozem 
~':J~ '.~ ••• ~(,'J 
CtThIh'I'l!i: .'. L~·erage'· nnnue.l prec~pi tation: 16" 
.. :OQLLECTORS: ,Campbell 
Meen aDp.ual temperature: 4?OF 
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31-40" 
Gray' (10m ;/1) silt loam, very derk grey (10m 3/1) moist,' 
mod?~~te to .. fine, weE.1.k suben~lp~ 'blocky structure; gre.ding to 
moderate :fi!Je granular; slightly hard dry, very friable moist, 
nonsticky, nonplastic wet; slightly calcRreous; pH S.Q (thymol 
blue 1:5); plentiful medium'to fine roots; abr:.:tpt smooth boundary 
Gray (10m 5/1) silt loe,m, very dark gray (10m 3/1) moist, 
fine m'en ium subp.ngulElr bloc1{y' structure, grading to weak fine 
. subcngularblocky; slightly he.rd dry, frieble moist, nonsticky, 
nonplastic wet; slightly calcareous; pH S.O (thymol blue 1: 5) 
plentiful fine roots, many fine pores; abrupt smooth boundary. 
Gray ·brown (10m 5/1.~) silt lomn, very dark gra.y brown 
(lOYR 3/2) .moist; weak medi'Qln sube.ngular blocky structure, . 
grading, to week fine subangnler 'blooky; M.rd dry, frinble mOist, 
slightly st.:icky, slightly pla.sti'c wet; non oc.loareous; pH 8.0 
(thymol bl~e 1:5); plentiful fine roots; many fine pores; clear; 
smooth boundlJ.TY. ' 
Gray broWn, (10m 5/1~6~ clay loam, very derk grf'ly bro'Wtl 
(10111. 3/2) ~oi$t; ~eak· mooium prisme.tic structure; grading to 
moderate medium subangular blocky; thin patchy clay skins; 
very hard dry, finn mOist, slightly sticky, plastic vet; non 
calcareous; :'pH 8.2 (thymol blue 1:5), plentiful fine roots, 
medium few pores; clear wavy boundary. 
',Light gray (2o~Y 7/2) clay loem, gr~y brown (2~5Y 5/2) moist~ 
v~ak medium subanguler blocky structure, grading to veak 
medium·to fine subangular blocky; ·thin occasional cl~ skins, 
very hard dry, friable moist, sl~~htly sticky, pla~tic wet, 
ver.y strongly celcareous; pH 8.4 (thymol blue 1:5); plentiful' 
fine roots; many medium end fine pores; gradual wt'-vy boundary. 
Light gray (2.5Y 7/2) clay loam, gray brown (2,,5Y 5/2) moist, 
massive structure, hard dry, f'riable moist, non sticky, non- . 
. plast~c wet; very strongly calcareous; pH 8.4 (thymol blue 1:5); 
few large, many fine pores, gradual wavy boundary. . 
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Mendon series - 2 
40-60" Light grey (2.5Y 7/2) cle,y loam, grey brown (2.5Y 5/2) moist, 
mllssive structure, hard dry, frieble moist, non sticky non-
plnstic wet, very strongly calcareous, pH 8.4 (t~ol blue 1:5); 
many lEtrge, medium & fine pores. 
Remarks: The .l112 horizon appeors to be p. tille.ge pan. C1. horizon is salt lake 
formation. In immediate vicinity the B2 varies from 7-14" thick, 
and the B2ca varies in depth from 28 to 36ft • 
... ~ 
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